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INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW 
This semester, I decided to design and develop a print & play board game.  
I am a dance teacher at a studio in Wollongong called Evolve Performance Studios. I’ve 

taught a variety of dance classes for different students since I was 15 years old. Each week 

my students love to finish their class with a game and strangely enough, one of the games 

they enjoy is a quiz. Usually I quiz them on the name of a movement, demonstration of a 

movement or technique elements of a movement. The questions are things we practice 

during that lesson or any questions I can think of on the spot. I encourage them to choose 

a buzzer by making a verbal noise when they know an answer to a question. I decided to 

create a print & play board game that I can incorporate into my weekly lesson. By creating 

this game, it incorporates a more structured learning game into their lesson plan. The 

game is designer for any young dancers to play during class with their peers. 

I aimed create a game that was fun and enjoyable for the students, whilst also teaching 

them dance theory.  

 

A research study conducted by Johnny Viray aimed to determine the effectiveness of 

board games in terms of academic performance. Viray split the students into two groups 

consisting of 43 (experimental group) & 44 (control group) individuals. The results of the 

study revealed that the group who played the educational board games, had a higher 

academic performance. The findings also showed evidence that there was a significant 

different in the academic performance from the two groups. The study recommended 

that students should engage in board games as part of improving their academic 

performance. By researching this study, I discovered that teaching dance theory through a 

board game will be more engaging and effective than teaching through other methods. 

An article by Vera Bullen (tertiary dance educator) explores the importance of a “mind-

body connection” when teaching dance. Bullen along with many other industry 

professionals explained their views on this topic. The history of dance education is further 

discussed in this article, with an emphasis on having a combination of theory and practical 

work. This article supports the idea that dance education including theory and practical 

work are both equally important. In my board game, I have included a mixture of theory 

and practical to provide a solid dance foundation. 
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GENRE & TYPE 
Chris Moore explores the gaming industry in the week 3 lecture. In that lecture he 

discusses mass market and niche games. Dance trivia can be categorised into the genre 

of a niche game as it has a niche audience. 

According to Board Game Geek, board game genres can be divided into two basic 

families, hobby games and mainstream games. Hobby games can often be “intimidating 

or unappealing to the general public.” Dance trivia is a hobby board game aimed dance  

students, if a football/tennis/etc player played this game, they would find it intimidating 

or unappealing as they don’t have the knowledge to answers the questions in the game 

or are not interested in the game dance trivia. The game is designed to play in a dance 

classroom setting with a teacher present. According to Ultra Board Games, my 

boardgames also falls into the category of education and trivia. 

The audience of my game include dance students ages 8+ 

The questions in the game are based from the Royal Academy of Dance syllabus in grade 

4 or higher level, which is usually around the age of 8 years.  

The table top game Trivia pursuit for kids, is a similar game as it shares the same 

mechanics question cards, and is the same genre of education. From my personal 

experience of teaching and according to trivia pursuit for kids, it states the game is most 

suited for children aged 8+. Therefore, I believe my game is also suited for the same age 

category.  

In my game, I have decided to make the game for 2-4 players, as stated earlier, I aimed to 

create a quick game that can be played at the end of class for 15-20 mins. If there are 

more than 4 players, the game can exceed the planned time limit. If there was more than 

4 students per class (at evolve our classes are quite small), then the players could play in 

teams, or multiple games could be played at once in groups.  

THEME & SETTING 
Dance trivia is includes a stage performance theme. Through the use of the image of the 

stage in the centre of the board, the music/dance/ballet shoes symbol, the theatre 

terminology listed throughout the board, and the 

dance shoe character pieces there is a clear  

theme presented. “An attractive attribute of  

board games is that it brings people together:  

The game rules, playing surface, and tokens 

facilitate player interaction. Indeed, the tangible  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2544&v=W9JCSz6j5IU&feature=emb_logo
https://boardgamegeek.com/wiki/page/Game_Genres
https://www.ultraboardgames.com/category/
https://au.royalacademyofdance.org/
https://shop.hasbro.com/en-us/product/trivial-pursuit-family-edition-game:47198EE8-5056-9047-F53D-E3E342C12FC6


nature of the board game itself requires colocation of the players looking down at the 

playing surface and facing each other”.  

- This quote by Jonathan Barbara from the week 2 lecture, is relevant to my project as  

aim to bring students who share the same passion together by playing a tangible  

board game whistle learning about dance. 

MECHANICS  
In BCM300 Lecture 6, Chris Moore explores the concept that “Game mechanics provide 

ways for players to interact with each other and the game components.” I have used a 

combination of mechanics including taking turns, movement, actions and cards. I have 

combined and implemented them in a simply way so the game is easy to understand and 

follow. 

• Taking turns: In my game “Dance Trivia,” I have incorporated the mechanic of taking 

turns so each student is able to learn by having their own turn. 

• Movement: “Movement is one of the most common board game mechanics. this can 

involve a board divided into spaces, often called squares, and moving components 

between them,” (Moore, C). In my game, the spaces are divided up into squares and 

players are able to move forward if they answer a question correctly. 

In my first prototype of the game, I had 51 spaces, after iterating and changing the 

audience for my game (from a game to play at home with friends/siblings to a game 

played in class with a teacher and peers), I spoke to my work colleagues and their 

feedback was to play the game at the end of the class for 10-15 minutes. By decreasing 

the amount of spaces on the board (now 24) the game will go for a shorter time period, 

through play-testing, I will establish a minimum and maximum time frame for the 

duration of the game. 

• Actions: “Actions are the things that players can do in a turn,” (Moore, C). 

In my game, my action cards are similar to trivia cards. Each card has 3 questions on it 

which are colour coded, if you answer the first, second and third question correctly, you 

are able to move forward to the corresponding colour on the game board. 

• Cards: “Decks of cards provide game designers with multiple ways to construct ways for 

events and actions to occur in a game…cards provide players with specific actions that 

are not covered in the general rules.” (Moore, C). At the start of my game, the players  

must shuffle the decks of cards in order to sufficiently randomise the game and add an 

element of chance. As stated in the actions mechanic, the cards in the game are used to 

ask questions to other players. After playing the game multiple times, the players may  
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start to memorise the answers, although this means they will have an advantage over 

the game, it also demonstrates they are learning! Which is the most important factor as 

it is an educational game. 

RULES & HOW TO PLAY 

Contents include: 
• The playing board 
• Question cards 
• Playing pieces  

The board: The start of the board is the 
backstage call and the end of the board is the 
finale. The path is made up of spaces that are 
coloured the same as the questions. The first 
three spaces on the board match the order of the 
colours/symbols on the card: Pink (dancer), Nude 
(ballet shoes), Red (music note). 
After the first four spaces the order on the board 
becomes random, allowing players to jump ahead of their opponents.  

How to Play 
The player who last practiced their splits goes first. 
The teacher or student teacher reads out the questions as they are the 
question master. 
The question master asks the first player their question.  
* Note: A player moves their playing piece after EACH question they get right – NOT at 
the end of their turn * 
 
If they answer correctly= They immediately move their playing piece to the first pink 
space on the board. The question master then goes on to ask the player the remaining 
questions. Each time the player answers correctly they may move their playing piece 
forward to the next space that matches the questions colour. Once the player has 
answered the third red question correctly their turn is over and the card is put in the  
bottom of the deck. 
The players answering questions turn then rotates clockwise. 
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If they answer incorrectly= If a player gets an answer wrong, their turn ends. The 
question master then asks the SAME question to the next player (clockwise). If the player 
answers correctly, they follow the above instructions. 
 
If they answer incorrectly, they ask the next person to their left & so on. 
 
If no one can answer the final question on the card correctly the question master reads 
out the answer and then puts the card at the bottom of the deck. It is now the original 
next player’s turn. 
 
The Winner: The winner is the first player to make it to the finale  

PLAYER EXPERIENCE (III ACT STRUCTURE) 
 

The Greek philosopher Aristotle “set out how dramatic structure can be understood in 

terms of a whole, which requires a beginning, a middle and an end” (BCM300 Week 7 

lecture) In terms of my board game I have followed this structure and categorised it: 

 

Beginning: 
• Setting up the game 

• Choosing character piece 

• Understanding the rules and mechanics 

Middle: 
• The flow of play is established 

• Experiencing the “twists and turns,” due to the way my board game is set out, 

players can easily overtake other players. 

• Players put their “knowledge: to the test. 

• The second act “should provide the core puzzle players have to overcome.” In my 

game, the puzzle is answering the questions correctly as well as the players 

understanding the storyline and mechanics. 

End: 
• Conclusion – A player wins 

• “Elements are at their most intense and brought into fiercest competition”. 
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PROTOTYPING 
I rapidly prototyped and iterated the design on my board game. I received constant 
feedback from students, employers and co-workers to determine what the design of my 
game would look like, (demonstrated in iteration section below). 
Below shown is my final design of my game. It is also available in a PDF print & play 
version found in my blog post. 
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PLAYTESTING 
Due to COVID-19, I was not able to play test the board game dance trivia with my 

students. One of my close friends who is also a dance teacher at Evolve kindly 

volunteered to play test with me. By play testing with her, I was able to discover some 

issues of the game that could be improved, such as the amount of squares on the playing 

board (discussed further in iteration section below).  

Once I altered the playing board, we also discussed that after playing the game a few 

times, the students would start to memorise the answers (which is GREAT, as the purpose 

for creating the game is to learn), but the game may become easy. So overtime, I would 

continue to develop new volumes of the game by creating new questions. Which is why 

this game is called “Dance Trivia: Volume 1” 

 

Images of me and my friend/co-worker play testing: 
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ITERATION 
Originally I wanted to create this game for the kids to play at home during isolation. But 

through feedback from my employer, I realised some of the students may not have 

siblings/or siblings that dance, which would make the game difficult to play at home as 

they would not have the knowledge. So instead, I created a game that we are able to play 

at the dance studio with other peers. 

When I first started creating this board game, I wanted to use Evolve Performance Studios 

as the theme by using their logo and signature colours. 

  

 

After receiving feedback from my pitch project, Chris and Sophie (BCM peer) suggested I 

should adjust the playing board to represent a studio or stage instead.  

I decided to change my theme as they recommended to make it more “stage like.”  

I changed my theme by changing the image in the centre of the playing board and on the 

cards to a stage, altered the colours of the squares on the board to match the stage, 

changed the playing pieces to be dance shoes and added stage terminology to the 

playing board (act 1, act 2, etc). I decided to keep the dancer, ballet shoe and music note 

symbols on the playing board and cards as they are still relevant to the theme.  
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Once I re-designed the playing board, I asked my employer, some of my students and a 
co-worker what they thought of the design. These were the responses: 

 

 

After I received these responses, I locked in the design of the board game.  

From here I began working on the question cards and continually checking them with my 

employer and my co-worker.  
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After play testing for the first time with my co-worker, we found the game went for longer 

than we expected. I then decided to alter the board to reduce the amount of squares on 

the playing board, so the game goes for less amount of time. The game originally had 26 

spaces, but I decreased the amount of spaces on the playing board to 20.  

 
Before: 26 squares                                             After: 20 squares 
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FUTURE DIRECTION 
Dance studios usually implement a syllabus into their classwork, and if they are a studio 
who participates in exams they must purchase a syllabus to teach the content. Studios 
purchase this syllabus each year and receive access to videos and books explaining each 
of the exercises. Australia has numerous companies who provide syllabus work including 
Dance Australia, Australian Dance Vision, Australian Teachers of Dancing, Royal Academy 
of Dance and Melbourne Academy of the Arts just to name a few.  
I have decided to take a different approach to publishing and distributing my game. I 
would self publish the game, and alter the questions to suit each syllabus. I would contact 
each of these syllabuses around Australia and Internationally to request that they would 
implement my game into their syllabus and market the game as “add-on” item. When a 
studio purchases the add on board game, I would receive a % of the payment from the 
syllabus company.  
As my game is designed for a small group of students to play (4 players), the best option 
is to digitally distribute my work as a PDF file ready to print. By choosing this method, 
teachers are able to print as many copies as needed. 
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